Beanfield Soft Turret Client

Work from anywhere with
just an internet connection

Overview
Beanfield allows traders to move your trading turret to your PC.
The Soft Turret mirrors the desktop device on a PC or laptop
and nothing needs to be installed as it uses WebRTC available
through a web browser.
Use the same user profile as your physical device, requiring little
to no training to utilize your Soft Turret profile. Users will interact
with a digital Command and/or Key module that maintains the
user’s physical device configurations, keys, and feature layouts.
Bluetooth or USB headsets are supported as well as the PC
internal or external speakers and microphones.
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The Soft Turret can support touch screen functionality for
touch-enabled monitors, and traditional inputs such as
mouse and keyboard shortcuts.
New or current users can have the Soft Turret as a standalone solution, with over 500 programmable keys and 16
speaker channels the Soft Turret can support office and
trading, command and control, and emergency services
communications requirements in one integrated system.
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Key Features

Easy to use no hardware
or software
to install

Supports
16 Speaker
Channels

Internal/External
speaker
compatibility
and split audio
for listening
functionality

Call and
speaker
recording,
call twinning,
and more

Supports PSTN,
ARD, and MRD

WebRTC enabled
through browser
with bluetooth
and USB headset
support

Multiple lines
on a single key
with over 500
programmable
keys

For more information, please email: sales@beanfield.com

Beanfield is a telecommunications company unlike the rest. We recognize the importance of connecting communities
and the people within them, and we do this without sacrificing outstanding customer support and superior services.
At Beanfield, it’s about building communities, not just networks.
Founded in 1988, Beanfield builds, owns and operates the largest independent fibre-optic network in Toronto
and Montreal. We connect over 3000 commercial and residential buildings. All of our construction, installation,
and customer experience teams are in-house, giving you the most efficient and streamlined experience possible,
because we believe that’s How it Should Be.
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